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Speedo cable lube tool

Sponsored Links (register now to hide all ads) 05-15-2015, 12:48 pm #1 senior member Join date: May 2010 Location: Stayton, Oregon Posts: 3,793 Easy Way to Soften Speedo Cable? Thanks in advance for information on this subject. Sorry maybe I might have found how to soften the speedometer cable in one of the books I have but maybe someone here thinks it might be a
neat way to do it. So I thought I'd ask if I remember correctly, someone if they want to remove the cable, have to pull it from the end attached to the speedometer? Is that right? Then you can do your thing as much as lubrication. Then the question is, what kind of loop should someone use? Oil, grease, etc? Or can someone just take the end off the speedometer and squirt some 3
in one oil down the tube? Anyway I just wanted to find an easy way to do it. My speedo seems to flip around this morning when I took it to drive and I'm thinking it needs less lubed cable. ___Personal choice you're going to get dozens of different answers I just didn't mine (refuse answer) This one should be fun __ Keith Shawnee OK '31 SW 160-B sponsored links (register now to
hide all ads) 05-15-2015, 01:32 PM #3 blocked date: May 2010 Location: Bucks County, PA Posts: 11,454 Re: Easy Way to Speedy Cable? Quote: Originally published by burner31 Personal Check You're going to get dozens of different answers I just didn't mine (refuse to answer) This one should be fun Hello Keith, let me guess the white lithium 05-15-2015, 02:57 pm #4 senior
member Joining date: May 2010 Location: Mpls, MN Posts: 27,480 Re: Easy Way to Tilian Cable Speedo? Squirt some oil down the top of the housing, then slide the inner cable across the palm of your hand and down the housing. The palm of your hand should be some Mystik JT-6 red grease temperature. I've always had a smooth speedometer and not squeeks when using this
method. Using a small brush to apply grease would be less messy, but we don't want to get grease on ourselves. 05-15-2015, 03:16 pm #5 Big Member Joining: October 2012 Location: Grand Shock, ND Posts: 194 Re: An Easy Way to Soften Speedo Cable? I'm not sure why no one proposed speedometer lubrication cable. It is a little difficult to remove from your hands, but some
latex gloves treat it, and it is not affected by the cold weather process. By the way, first remove the ground cable from the battery, then remove the dash plate, unscrew the cable, slide off the inner cable, clear off the old lubrication with brake cleaner and re-lubricate with graphite. All except another 6 to 8 inches. This is to avoid getting too much lubrication in the head of the
speedo. The last modification made by oldbike99; 05-15-2015 at 03:22 PM. 05-15-2015, 4:40 pm #6 Member's entry date: November 2010 Location: Alaska Posts: 8644 Re: An Easy Way to Soften Speedo Cable? Sponsored links (register now to hide all ads) Speedometer cable loop is what you used. I got it in the NRP for adaptation, and comes in a little pressure bottle, enough
for one cable. It's semi-liquid with graphite, just take it loose from the speedometer and let it run down inside the outer stormer. #04:46 PM #7 Senior Member Joining Date: June 2013 Website: Arizona Marana Publications: 1,622 Re: An Easy Way to Soften Speedo Cable? I use some stuff called a graphite lock liquid lock. I've had this little bottle of pressure stuff maybe for 40
years. It always seems to work. I have no technical information about it 05-15-2015, 5:12 pm #8 senior member Join date: May 2010 Location: Raleigh, NC Posts: 455 Re: An Easy Way to Soften Speedo Cable? Roger Kaufman, Mark's technical advisor, had a detailed article on how to successfully do a speedo cable lubrication. STP was using the cable from the ladder, allowing it
to drip overnight, and had no problem from then on. Look for this in Mark's technical articles search. 05-15-2015, 10:16 pm #9 Senior Member Joining: May 2010 Location: South Florida Posts: 14,052 Re: An Easy Way to Soften Speedo Cable? Graphite powered and oil will work, no grease that won't harden will work as well. Motorcycle shops will have lubrication as well. __ -
Henry Ford II 05-15-2015, 10:36 pm #10 Senior Member Join ing date: May 2010 Location: Portland or Posts: 5,350 Replay: An Easy Way to Soften Speedo Cable? Pump grease into u-housing common until you see it in the windows display the speedometer. Sorry he just had to say that. 05-16-2015, 01:02 am #11 Big Member Joining: December 2014 Location: Shawnee, Ok
Posts: 2,879 Re: An Easy Way to Soften Speedo Cable? Redelet: I like the way you think the attached images 935dd70d3957ea17622ac9fd494996a.jpg 3 (10.5 kb, 31 views) ____If it is bounced and flopped there is another reason is the tightness of the turn ---There should be no turn less than about 7 radius I've been using CV joint lubrication lately, mostly because it works and I
have it in a handy pressure tube 05-16-2015, 12:38 pm #13 older member join ing date: December 2010 Location: FRESNO, CA Posts: 12,560 Re: Easy Way to Tellyin Speedo? Quote: Originally published by RedmodelT: I love the way you think U, Brother Oakie, your FUNNY make my day! Mornings are the worst time to get my head and my body going and I hope mine and
funnies dog help someone smile and forget their care and hurt, even if for just a few minutes! Back to the cables, I use Delco Remy Dest Cam Lubrication, and it seems to work well and doesn't seem to get old and jump. Bill W &amp; Sleeping Dog _#14_ Quote: Originally published by Red Rolled Grease Pump in U Housing Shared so you can see it in the windows displaying the
speedometer. Sorry he just had to say that. I did it (shows my smart model A), and now I have to clean up the mess of u grease joint off the floor every time I park the coupe. Thanks for advising on what not to do! __01:16 PM #15 Senior Member Join date: May 2010 Location: Daytona Beach, Florida &amp; Spencer, W. Va, Posts: 4,428 Re: An Easy Way to Soften Speedo
Cable? I have always used a plain Ole Vasoline. You get gob in your hand and feed the cable just through gob, in the dorm. It won't be hard when it's cold and doesn't work when it's hot. MIKE (mikeburch) 05-16-2015, 2:34 pm #16 Member Senior Joining Date: December 2010 Location: FRESNO, CA Posts: 12,560 Re: Easy Way to Soften Speedo Cable? Quote: Originally
published by FL&amp;amp; WVMIKE I have always used normal Ole Vasoline. You get gob in your hand and feed the cable just through gob, in the dorm. It won't be hard when it's cold and doesn't work when it's hot. MIKE (mikeburch) is the same jar tat you keep under your pillow?--- Bill W. ____17_ Just got done around the block, speedo works great, no noise and points
smoothly. The last time Speedo showed that any movement was on the way back in 1958. It was up to 47 miles an hour, couldn't wait to get it on the open road, but the rain was coming and it's back in the garage. Now if only (Oga) will arrive here __ next topic » Publish rules that may not post new threads that may not post replies that may not post attachments that may not edit
your HTML code posts is off sponsored links (register now to hide all ads) all times are GMT-5. 12:56 PM.
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